In the following a cohomology for associative triple systems is defined. The classical corollaries can be extended to the associative triples.
1. Introduction. One distinguishes two associative triple systems. The associative triples of the first kind or ternary rings were introduced by Lister [6] . Those of the second kind or Hestenes ternary rings were first investigated by Hestenes and as special alternative triples by Loos [7] . Typical examples for the latter are the p X q matrices in an associative algebra with an involution, the triple product given by (x,y, z)t-» x'yz, 'y the transposed-conjugate matrix.
In this note we define a canonic cohomology for associative triples. Cohomologies are well known for certain algebras and Lie triples [2] . The corollaries for associative triples are analogous to the classical results.
In the following K is a commutative and associative ring with unit 1, the modules taken unitary over K. If £ is explicitly assumed as a field then the dimensions over K are finite. A trimodule M over a triple system A is a AT-module M together with 3 trilinear compositions A X A X M -> M, the products denoted {xym}, (xmy}, (mxy}, where m G M. The split null extension or semidirect sum A + M of M over A is the A'-module direct sum with ((x + mf)(y + m2)(z + m3)}:= (xyz) + (m¡yz} + (xm2z) + (xymf) for x, y, z G A, m¡ G M, i = 1, 2, 3. A trimodule M is associative of the 1st kind over A if the semidirect sum is an associative triple of the 1st kind, equally for the 2nd kind. In the following A always denotes an associative triple, and M an associative trimodule over A of the same kind if nothing other is stated, where associative means associative of the 1st or 2nd kind.
Definitions. The universal (j-) imbedding. A A"-module
For /^-modules N, P let N © P denote the AT-module direct sum.
Let B be an associative algebra, the multiplication designed by " ° ", and t: A -* B a A^-module monomorphism. (B, i) is an imbedding of an associative triple A of the 1st kind if B = iA + iA ° iA with ix ° ty ° iz = i^xyz}, x, y, z G A, and the imbedding is direct if the sum is direct [6] . [6] , and it contains a direct y'-imbedding otherwise, as is easily noticed (cf. [7] ). One immediately has Theorem 1. Let A be an associative triple over K. Then there exists a universal imbedding (U(A), t), respectively a universal j-imbedding (U(A), i,j) of A. If (V(A), k), respectively (V(A), n,f), is a universal (j'-) imbedding too, then there is a unique isomorphism g of U(A) onto V(A) with k = gi.
Proof. Let T(A): =K-\® T*(A) be the tensor algebra of the AT-module A with T*(A):= ©(®"/l), n G N. Then T(A) is a universal enveloping associative algebra for A withunit 1. We construct U(A) as a factor algebra: In case of the 2nd kind let A be a /f-module isomorphic to_A, the isomorphism given by jch£ Let Q denote the ideal of T*(A © A) generated by x ® y, x ® y, x ®_y <2> z -(xyz), x <S> y ® z -(zyx) for x, y, z G A. Set For the 1st kind take T*(A) modulo the ideal Q generated by the elements x ® y ® z -(xyz).
The proof of the second part of the statement is standard. □ In the subsequent we may suppose that t is the inclusion map. For an algebra C let C1"1 denote the «-fold cartesian product. Let U(A) design a universal (j-) imbedding of A. Obviously U(A) is direct. 
(/) + (/ -e(/)) and / -{ ■ ((/ + jfj) + (f -jfj)).
These are the decompositions of/into eigenfunctions for the endomorphisms e and/: /"->//}'. An easy verification shows that e and/ commute. Thus there is a weight space decomposition C = 0 C^, a the root of e, ß the root of/ for QV Now CÍA M) = C^iy^*wi*u Since Ô: C^1-* C£ß,, ß' = ß-(-1)", we get B"(A, M) = B\. The rest is obvious. For the case of the 1st kind one proceeds similarly and even more immediately. □ The associative triple A is separable over the field K, if for every base field extension K of K the base field extension A of A is semisimple. Note that as in the binary case the radical of a ternary algebra A coincides with the radical of the ternary ring A when ¿ G K [8] . We receive Corollary 1. Let M be an associative trimodule of the \st or 2nd kind over A, and A separable over a field K, char(/Q + 2. Then for all n G N, H"(A, M) = {0}.
Proof. Because A is semisimple the standard imbedding of A is semisimple too by [6] , respectively [7] . Any semisimple imbedding, respectively /-imbedding, is isomorphic to UiA). The isomorphism follows as the corresponding one in case of Lie triples [4] . Thus U(A) is separable and 
